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Australia’s laws require a risk-based approach but Australia’s politicians and
“health officers” have abandoned proportionate actions. I resigned my job in the
Victorian government Treasury in September 2020 to fight the Police State.
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Morrison – who has betrayed Robert Menzies and the liberal values he stood for.
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“The greatest danger for Australia is to keep pursuing this
elimination strategy and, in the end, cause the collapse of the
economy, massive social dislocation, depression, educational
setbacks, and the collapse of small businesses left, right and
centre.”
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“The job of leadership is to keep things in more perspective than
we've been able to over this last nine months or so. In terms of
virulence this pandemic is about on a par with the Hong Kong flu
pandemic of the late 1960s and the Asian flu pandemic of the
late 1950s and there was nothing like the economic and social
reaction to those that we've had to this. We cannot have
another a year like the year we've just lived through, which has
been corrosive of the human spirit, destructive of human
liberties and disastrous for prosperity. Absolutely catastrophic.
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Sweden refused to listen to “modellers” who said it must lockdown and copy
CCP’s approach (lockdowns were invented by Jinping personally and NEVER ever
imposed in the entire human history before ).
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Sweden did exactly what our own pandemic plans (including Victoria’s 10 March
2020 plan) said: no lockdowns or curfews, no international or other border
closures, no quarantines, and no masks. Just voluntary social distancing and
staying at home when sick – and caring for the elderly.
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Apart from not harming its citizens’ mental health, Sweden’s covid outcomes
have been better than at least 25 other countries that imposed harsh lockdowns.
Data are pouring in from all over the world that lockdowns actually kill.
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Australian governments have made use of bogus models that predicted 150,000
would die. They have refused to look at real data.
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